College of Business

2022 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
California State University, Long Beach is a member of the 23-campus California State University (CSU) system. The initial college, known then as Los Angeles-Orange County State College, was established on January 29, 1949, and has since grown to become one of the state’s largest universities.

The first classes in 1949 were held in a converted apartment building on Anaheim Street and the cost to enroll was just $12.50. The 169 transfer students selected from the 25 courses offered in Teacher Education, Business Education, and Liberal Arts which were taught by 13 faculty members.

Enrollment increased in 1953 when freshman and sophomore students were admitted.

Expansion, in acreage, degrees, courses and enrollment continued in the 1960s, when the educational mission was modified to provide instruction for undergraduate and graduate students through the addition of master’s degrees.

In 1972, the California Legislature changed the name to California State University, Long Beach. Today, more than 37,000 students are enrolled at Cal State Long Beach, and the campus annually receives high rankings in several national surveys.

What students find when they come here is an academic excellence achieved through a distinguished faculty, hard-working staff and an effective and visionary administration. The faculty’s primary responsibility is to create, through effective teaching, research and creative activities, a learning environment where students grow and develop to their fullest potential.

Today you are attending one of seven Commencement Ceremonies, taking place over three days, to celebrate the accomplishments of the more than 11,000 graduates and candidates. They are earning doctoral, master’s and bachelor’s degrees as well as credentials and certificates. We are proud of our graduating students, who now go forward to serve society.

Welcome to our 73rd annual Commencement Ceremonies.
Dear Graduate,

Today, you join more than 355,000 fellow Cal State Long Beach alumni who are contributing to their communities and reshaping the world we live in. On behalf of the entire Beach Family; congratulations on your achievement. You have reached a significant milestone in your life, and we are proud to count you among those who call The Beach “home.”

During this celebration, I know you must be feeling appreciation to those who have supported and loved you throughout your educational journey. I encourage you to think about those who touched your life, as well as those whose lives you have lifted up. Savor the memories of the relationships, friendships and connections you made here: they will be with you for the rest of your life.

Whatever your course in life is, I know that you have been equipped to make this world a better place. You proven this during your time here: you contributed to our community in ways that helped make CSULB one of the most diverse, vibrant and transformative communities anywhere in the world.

As you join fellow graduates in celebrating this landmark moment, realize this is not the end of your “learning journey.” There is always more to learn, explore and understand. Today’s ceremony marks a start, not a conclusion – today can be a new beginning. Remember that The Beach can be your partner for lifelong learning.

Finally, please know that your presence here has inspired us and continues to drive us. Because of you, we are a better campus. I know you will carry that spirit forward and continue achieving, leading, inspiring and succeeding as an alum. I encourage you to stay connected, personally and professionally with your alma mater. You will always be a member of this community.

Go Beach!

Sincerely,

Jane Close Conoley, Ph.D.
President

A Message from the Interim Chancellor...

Dear Class of 2022,

Please accept my warmest and most heartfelt congratulations on achieving a truly momentous goal in your life. You set your sights on earning a degree; and now, that goal is a reality. That is a wondrous accomplishment, and I hope you feel a well-deserved sense of pride.

I hope you are filled with a sense of kinship and gratitude, as well. So many people have given so much to enable your success: faculty who illuminated your academic path; counselors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who fostered an encouraging environment; family, friends, mentors and colleagues who gave their time and treasures to facilitate your journey. As you celebrate your success, please remember to celebrate their support as well.

Unlike any other graduating class, your university experience has been shaped in extraordinary ways by more than two years of a global pandemic. During those years, you have developed and honed attributes that will benefit you for a lifetime. Your resilience and adaptability will become career strengths. Your creativity and resourcefulness will define you. Your courage and determination are, in my eyes, already legendary. While it might have been different than the college experience you envisioned when you started your journey, these years have made you sharper, tougher, brighter and more purpose-driven than ever before.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than four million California State University alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain that your addition will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, to seek opportunities to foster equity, and to always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. Support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

As you step boldly into your future, I know I speak for every member of the California State University community when I express our collective pride in your perseverance and success. Your resolve shines as a symbol of hope and optimism. Again, congratulations, class of 2022!

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester
Interim Chancellor

Jolene Koester
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

The College of Business (COB) has nearly 5,500 graduate and undergraduate students. COB offers one undergraduate degree—Bachelor of Science in Business Administration—with eight options: Accountancy, Finance, Information Systems, Human Resource Management, Management, Marketing, Operations & Supply Chain Management, and International Business. In addition, COB offers six undergraduate minors: Finance, Entrepreneurship, Human Resource Management, Information Systems, International Business, and Marketing, as well as a Certificate in Business Analytics. At the graduate level COB offers five degrees: Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Science in Accountancy (MSA), Master of Science in Finance (MSF), Master of Science in Information Systems (MSIS), and Master of Science in Marketing Analytics (MSMA).

COB faculty members are known for their teaching skills and are recognized for the research they generate in their fields. In addition to their scholarly research, COB faculty members are active in business consulting and community activities. COB’s twelve student organizations provide personal and professional development and serve as a way for students to make meaningful connections on campus. Typical programs and events include professional speakers, company tours, career fairs, and skill-building workshops. COB’s Student Center for Professional Development (SCPD) engages with local companies and business professionals to provide internships and one-on-one mentoring opportunities for students.

DR. MICHAEL E. SOLT
Dean and Professor, Finance

HONORS AND AWARDS

MOST VALUABLE PROFESSOR
Dr. Peter Ammermann, Associate Professor, Finance

OUTSTANDING BACCALAUREATE GRADUATE
Mariah Isabel Ramirez, Finance

OUTSTANDING POST BACCALAUREATE GRADUATE
Barron Effenberger, Master of Business Administration

DEAN’S MEDALISTS
Morisa Cheng, Accountancy
Jasmine Martos, Marketing

GRADUATE DEAN’S LIST OF UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS AND ARTISTS
Eric John Lambert, Master of Science, Information Systems
Brandon Tyler Wilhite, Master of Science, Accountancy
Samantha Naanouh, Master of Business Administration
Megan Williams, Master of Business Administration
Samantha Guzman, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Hamidreza Kazerouni, Master of Science, Finance
Sarah Almado, Master of Business Administration

DEPARTMENTAL OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATES
Luiza Gomes Altoe, Accountancy
Yingying Yu, Accountancy
Kendel Karal, Finance
Ada Lin, Finance
Alexandra Ablyazova, Information Systems
Tran Phuong Nhu Nguyen, Information Systems
Lien Nguyen, International Business
Anny He, Marketing
Lexie Claire Jorgenson, Marketing
Ashe Crandall, Management
Joanne Kasem, Human Resource Management
Juliana Reeves, Supply Chain Management

DELTA SIGMA PI SCHOLARSHIP KEY RECIPIENTS
Grace Maeshiro, Master of Business Administration
Samantha Naanouh, Master of Business Administration
Jennifer Nguyen, Master of Business Administration
Roberto Renteria Medina, Master of Business Administration
Satarupa Choudhury, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Samantha Guzman, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Honors and Awards, continued...

Kira Hall, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Annyesha Lellapalli, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Logan Goold, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Sayesha Chanana, Master of Science, Marketing Analytics
Pauline Goncalo, Master of Business Administration
Gisselle Viviana Leguizamon, Master of Business Administration
Alekhys Alene Pich, Master of Business Administration
Melissa Marie Villafior, Master of Business Administration
Megan Erin Williams, Master of Business Administration
Sarah Almado, Master of Business Administration
Brandon Arroyo, Master of Business Administration
Mark Bomediano, Master of Business Administration
Thomas Brodt, Master of Business Administration
Dipesh Budhathoki, Master of Business Administration
Nicole David, Master of Business Administration
Olivia Hill, Master of Business Administration
Diana Peralta, Master of Business Administration
Katrina Ponce-Dick, Master of Business Administration
Ashley Terada, Master of Business Administration
Ya Xu, Master of Business Administration
Jesus Barragan, Master of Business Administration
Barron Effenberger, Master of Business Administration
Liliana Flores, Master of Business Administration
Oneil Parrilla, Master of Business Administration
Julia Dinh, Master of Business Administration
Mitchell McNicol, Master of Business Administration
Raymond Mirshafiei, Master of Business Administration
Natalie Lujan, Master of Business Administration
Neha Ajaykumar Agrawal, Master of Science, Finance
Daisy Estrada, Master of Science, Finance
Hamilreza Kazerooni, Master of Science, Finance
Muhammad Musa Raza, Master of Science, Finance
Vandan Choudhary, Master of Science, Information Systems
Nguyen Hoan Huynh, Master of Science, Information Systems
Takeo Kimura, Master of Science, Information Systems
Eric John Lambert, Master of Science, Information Systems
Lalitha Narasimha, Master of Science, Information Systems
Ankita Sarkar, Master of Science, Information Systems
Jacob Ryan Sims, Master of Science, Accountancy
Brandon Tyler Wilhite, Master of Science, Accountancy
Aaron Wooin Chung, Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Van Khanh Dong, Bachelor of Science, Accountancy
Scott Izuo Fong, Bachelor of Science, Finance
Ada Lin, Bachelor of Science, Finance
Windy Nguyen, Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Hunter Pate, Bachelor of Science, Management
Nathan Pharm, Bachelor of Science, Management
Mariah Isabel Ramirez, Bachelor of Science, Finance
Juan Fernando Ruiz, Bachelor of Science, Accountancy

GRADUATE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Brandon Jesus Aguirre
Paul Edward Couchman
Sulaman Ahmed
Rick Cozart
Farah Diba Aloiou
Cynthia D De Leon Cervantez
Cristina Vanessa Alcaraz
Nicole Sydney David
Rafael Antonio Alfaro
Zachary De Boer
Sarah Nicole Almado
Guillermo De La Rosa Gomez
Sharlene Alvarez
Parth Atul Desai
Jeimi Ambiriz
Suraj Desai
Christine Amor
Marta Sofia Dias E Seixas
Danny N. Aoun
Julia Mai Anh Dinh
Jennifer Arenas
Khai Gia Dinh
Lindsey Ariza
Michael Domingo
Brandon Christian Arroyo
Kevin Duong
Sulaman Ahmed
David Ross Dvorak
Farah Diba Aloiou
Barron Effenberger
Cynthia D De Leon Cervantez
Christopher Atanacio
Patty Farias
Beatriz Baires
Zaynab Fayad
Marilu Morales Ballejos
Javier Alejandro Fernandez
Jesse Barragan
Ashley Fill
Undre Francisco G. Bautista
Lily Flores
Heather Bell
Austin Frese
Mariela Guadalupe Benavides
Yutarou Fujimori
Rachel Beutz
Jesus Gaona Perez
Tahura Bibi
Angela Tiffany Garay
Kurt Bogle
Enrique Garcia
Amanda Bolanos
Julian Garcia Razo
Mark Bomediano
Hugo Armando Garcia Salgado
Daniel Bonilla
Massi Ghaziyar
Damon Earle Britt
Kevin Gabriel Goetz
Thomas Robert Brodt
Usman Gohar
Emmanuel Bronson
A.J. Gomer
Jauffray Bruneton
Paultine Goncalo
Riley Bui
Karin Gonzalez
Suraj Desai
Kevin Anthony Burke
Ashley Nicole Harbin
Rashad H. Captan
Alanna Hayhurst
Thoms Robert Brodt
Erik Hayhurst
Zach Carr
Lidia Isabel Hernandez
Kristin Celano
Michael Hernandez
Anhnyier Chamblliss
Olivia Grace Hill
Johanna Chang
Tram Ho
Kirian Pandurang Chaudhari
Davi Hor
Prithvi Chauhan
Brianna Jackson
Claudia Chu
Poonam Kothari Jawarlal
Douglas Emilio Cordero
Samuel Jimenez
Stephanie Lorraine Cortez
Ashley Fill
Paul M. Couch

Candidates for the Master’s Degree
College of Business
**ACCOUNTANCY**

**Master of Science - Accountancy**

Nat Abel  
Irene Aguilar  
Erika Lizeth Aguilar  
Jesus Aguilara  
Maria Jose Altube Briseno  
Jennifer Maritza Alvarez  
Shirley Alvarez  
Dayronee Alvarez  
Robert Infante Antonio-Phan  
Daniel Arias  
Chananye Denise Arline  
Herman Armstrong  
Kossi Dziedzom Asare-Kokou  
Miguel Angel Barajas Torres  
Hrithik Barua  
Katie Brennan  
Joshua Buell  
Joshua Butron  
Sasha Kjirsten Cable  
Alberto A. Campos  
Daniel Eduardo Canet  
Annie Cao  
Kimberly Cardona  
Jose Ignacio Cazarez  
Walter Damian Centeno  
Kevin Chiern-Ngoy  
Haley Coreajo  
Kathia B. Crispin  
Alyson Jade Delgado  
Giann Manh Do  
Viana Duong  
Sehima Escobar  
Desrae Essex  
Brian Ernesto Flores  
Tricia Fukuzawa  
David Alejandro Galdamez  
Felix Gerardo Gama  
Stephanie Garcia  
Vera Garver  
Zoya Givehchin  
Timothy Goin  
Ana Karen Gomez  
Jalyn Nichelle Gonzales  
Armand Carameran Gonzalez  
Melissa Renee Gonzalez  
Lily Habet  
Anna Hage  
Erika Hara  
Judy Lee Harris  
Samuel Ray Hernandez  
Maria Luisa Hirales  
Joanne Hoang  
Vicky Huang  
Stephen Huerta  
Massiel Hurtado  
Jonathan Inzunza-Gallardo  
Milla Madisson Jelinek  
Molly Carol Jones  
Andrew Joon Young Kim  
David Ko  
Tuyen Ngoc Thi Le  
Ryan Christian Abing Macaraeg  
Adriana Macias  
Rosu Manandhar  
Jacqueline Elizabeth Martinez  
Monica Martinez  
Ana Paola Martinez  
Marilyn Maya  
Julianne Joy McDaniel  
Peyton Mckeyea  
Marvin Uriel Monterroza  
Karen Soojung Moon  
Megan Lee Nguyen  
Anh T. Nguyen  
Tram Hong Nguyen  
Anthony Carl Noto  
James M. O’keefe  
Chantal Anais Perez  
Tuan Ba Pham  
Tram Anh Thi Phuong  
Eduardo Pool  
Diana Marcela Pulido  
Madison Alexandra Putnam  
Angela Ramos  
Isabel Ramos-Fausto  
Pegah Rasteh  
Ricardo Reyes  
Edwin G. Reyes Garcia  
Yesenia Rios  
Mizuki Sakai  
Emmanuel Saldivar  
Angelica Sanchez-Velazquez  
Kimberly Vianney Santos  
Mark Santos  
Charnay Silva  
Jacob Ryan Sims  
Claude Fabrice Simkep  
Claire Koi Smallwood  
Halle Lang Smolinsky  
Soffiani Sofian-Petersen
**Master of Science - Accountancy, continued...**

Erika Evoria
Elia Fiti Taase
Sara Talavera
Elizabeth Michelle Talbot
Sabrina C. Thomas
Victoria Tran
Duyanh Huu Tran
Uyen Tran

Christopher Vasquez
Deanna Marina Vidales
Samantha Watkins
Melissa Nicole Weaver
Brandon Wilhite
Yue Yu
Can Zhao

**FINANCE**

**Master of Science - Business Administration - Finance**

Khaled Abou Elmakarem
Ademari Adeleke Adeleke
Neha Ajaykumar Agrawal
Jennifer Alcaraz
Hazem Alhasaseen
Bryce Milton Ash
Nestor Avila
Jesus Barajas
Ryan Barba
Richard Christian Barnett IV
Sasha Giovanna Bolivar Trouwborst
Leo Brown
Ethan Garrett Campbell
Adam Carles
Albert Chai
Chris Chiaromonte
Suvin Choi
Josue Cruz
Vipul B. Dani
Theresa Ngoc-Bich Do
Megan Doan
James Gregor Dunning
Daisy Estrada
Irene Figueroa
Diana Gamez
Nicolas S. Garcia
Nevin Brian Garcia
Arturo Gomez
Edgar David Gonzalez
Finesse Mall Grant
Daniel Esteban Hernandez
Ibrahim Jaafil

Jake Robert Jeffrey
Hamidreza Kazerooni
Nicholas Loyd Lambert
Cuong Le
Bryce Charles Lewis
Ryan Lien
Raymond Luu
Heidy Guadalupe Macias
Fionna L. Mahaffey
Mason L. Malott
Eduard Martirosyan
Austin A. Mascorro
Niko Henr Miranda-Lavertu
David Munoz
Stacy T. Ngo
Tuva Hedlo Oewre
Aaron Shigeyuki Ogata
Sonia Elizabeth Ortega
Sophie Phu
Muhammad Musa Raza
Jack Ramon Sala
Yash Shah
Fiorella Soria
Nasos Thalassinos
Toben Julian Torres
Khanh Truong
Trina F. Uy
Michele Trinh Van
Katelyn Watts
Justin Witzczak
Veronica Zuniga

**MARKETING**

**Master of Science - Business Administration - Marketing Analytics**

Ying A
Yesenia Shasha Aguilar
Barbara Anguiano Aguilera
Ryan Ayale
Viara Barajas
Brooke Behunin
Gaby Belarde
Helen Nalani Brown
Jose Castaneda
Sayesha Chanana
An Chung Chung
Marianna Michelle Correa
Michael Philip Dare
Sareena Desai
Disha Nikhil Desai
Emmanuela Ebuinilo
Ayesha Tahseen Ekram
Adrian Leonardo Escobar
Brenda Felix
Jose L. Gaspar
Logan D. Goold
Nanor E. Goudiklian
Anna Guilford
Samatha Guzman
Kira Hall
Suzy Ho
Anna Hovhannisyan
Chutmon Jiayrom

Sanidhya Kushwaha
Monica Angelica Lara
Angela Lei
Annyesha Lellapalli
Vicky Li
Charlotte Mahone
Trevor Daniel Martin
Herbert Abraham Mata
Erike Melendez
Astrid Montoya Reynaga
Siddha Shivaji Nalawade
My Hai Phuong Nguyen
Quan Adeoba Noah
Krystal Padilla
Freedom Marie Paradis
Daniela Perez
Sam Pressprich
Rosa Ramirez Martinez
Luisa Maureen Raygoza
Sataraupa Roy Choudhury
Nolan Sarkozy
Gwendelyn Natalie Sijangga
Lindsey Smolen
Lingyi Tu
Uyen Binh Tung
Teralyn O. Underwood
Xuanyu Wu

**INFORMATION SYSTEMS**

**Master of Science - Information Systems**

Zafar Akhtari
Puneet Bobra
Vandana Choudhary
Alyx Joyce Faber
Enrique Flores
Alex George
Ashley Rose Honn
Nguyen Huynh
Mihir Kapur
Takeo Kimura
Eric John Lambert
Brittany Lindberg
Yash Arvind Mishra
Lalitha Narasimha

Whitney Nguyen
Khong Duc Nguyen
Rashmi Nidhi
Moises Patel
Tanay Armit Patel
Shruti Sanjay Pingale
Kevin R. Salger
Ankita Sarkar
Jeffrey David Villatoro
Carlie J. Wade
Stephanie Wells
Xian Wu
David Nam Yu
College of Business
Candidates for the Bachelor’s Degree

**ACCOUNTANCY**

*Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Accountancy*

- Maki Abe
- Jose Manuel Ambundio
- Nicole Agojo Acopiado
- Kelvyn Bryan Agres
- Ryan Alexander Aguilar
- Giselle M. Aguilar Alvarez
- Tania Aguilar Ortega
- Rachel Ahn
- Wendy Alamilla Gonzalez
- Aubrie Monae Alexander
- Fatima Del Rosario Alfaro-Murillo
- Ebony Mae Alonzo
- Jason Aloria
- Courtny Kathleen Alunan
- Jayden Isabella Alvarez
- Arnold Masanobu Amposta
- Carlos Angulo
- Robert Infante Antonio-Phan
- Cassandra Maria Apitz
- Mizuho Arano
- Jesse Arias
- Ernan Armenta-Salazar
- Michael Arnold
- Jason Ismail Artamaya
- Roxana Arteaga
- Rafael Avila
- Alvin Daniel Avina
- Ammar Aziz
- Danielle Catherine Babiczuk
- Nikki Bamdad
- Carmen Irene Banuelos
- Mayra Banuelos
- Miganoush Barfian Namagerdi
- College of Business

- Darius Romero Xavier Brooks
- Valentino Geovanni Bruno
- Alice Minh Chau Bui
- Tina Bui
- Susanna Cajas
- Jorge A. Cano Curiel
- Gabriel Alonzo Carpio
- Ismael Carrillo
- Oscar Ivan Carrillo
- Bryanna Alexandra Castillo
- Maria Del Rocio Castro
- Kimberly Nayeli Castro
- Justin Andrew Castro
- Sara Cayax
- Christopher Cedillo
- Daisy Cedillo
- Hector Omar Cervantes
- Gilberto Cervantes
- Mish Chambers
- Stephen Chang
- Grace Chantachaimongkol
- Andy Nolan Chanthol
- Ngoc Bao Chau
- David Chavez
- Clara Michelle Chavez
- Angel Cheema
- Chuming Chen
- Morisa Cheng
- Sara Evelyn Chertock
- Shaun Erik Christofferson
- Tyler Chung
- Audrey Yujin Chung
- Valerie M. Conti
- Yvette Rosario Contreras
- Erin Lindsey Coppin
- Bryan Heriberto Corona
- Daniel Cortes
- Dyllon Alexander Corza
- Sergio Covarrubias
- Josue Leonardo Cruz
- Monserrath Cruz
- Neil Curry
- Nhu Quynh Dang
- Aryana Fatima Darabpour
- Jayvee Enriquez De Castro
- Gabriel Alexander De La Cruz
- Erick Ronaldo De Leon
- Brianna Marie DeGuzman
- Jose Del Cid
- Luis Gerardo Delgado
- Bianca Rodriguez Delgado
- Noah Michael Dellenbach
- Guanhua Di
- Benjamin Athon Diamant
- Lucio Diaz
- Santiago Diaz
- Huyen Le Ha Doan
- Holly Domancich
- Van Khanh Dong
- Yoko Kido Dreckmann
- Rachel Renee Drukker
- Benjamin Thomas DuBow
- Sophia Isabel Duque
- Danny Elizarraraz
- Jake Cannon Ensign
- Robert A. Esparza
- Brandon Ramiro Espinoza
- Yazzmin Evangelista
- Makeelah Evelyn
- Michelle Figueroa
- Maria De Los Angeles Flores
- Veronica Flores
- Liliana Flores
- Whitney Grace Fohrman
- Jared Patrick Fong
- Sandy Fong
- Oswaldo Francisco
- Grace Frías
- John Luke Fuentes
- Eri Fujimoto
- Edric Syon Gaerlan
- Gloria Galindo Perez
- Felix Gerardo Gama
- Josephine Gamboa
- Celia D. Gamez Garcia
- Felipe Andres Gamino
- Ricardo Garcia
- Nancy Yaneth Garcia
- Nylah Mariah Garcia
- Iliaureajandra Garcia
- Caesar Garcia
- Damary Garcia
- Brandy Garcia Cortez
- Jaspreet Singh Gill
- Loren Sheldon Goldfarb
- Luiza Gomes Altoe
- Angel Arturo Gomez
- Jessica Eileen Gonzales
- Serena Angelic Gonzales
- Jacqueline Gonzalez
- Alejandro Gonzalez
- Jazmin Gonzalez
- Syd Alaric Goodman
- Tyrannette Quishelle Green
- Andrew Jay Gregorio
- Adam Grigus
- Emilio Guglielmielli
- Aimee Guo
- Yesenia Gutierrez
- Sheccid Guadalupe Gutierrez
- Kendall Harris
- Shayan Anthony Hashemi
- Matthew James Hawks-McDermott
- Ashley Kay Lynn Henjum
- Nancy Henriquez
- Samuel Ray Hernandez
- Dalia Karina Hernandez
- Melissa Socorro Hernandez
- Angie Melissa Hernandez
- Anika Hernandez
- Tien Ho
- Katie Ho
- Agnes Joy Ho
- Jessica Nhu Hoang
- Lana Hoang
- Yanina Hruby
- Chao Yi Huang
- Windy Huynh
- Leo Hwang
- Trent Hyslop
- Sheryl Mojica Imperio
- Sakinah Hurriyah Isa
- Mike Itehua
- Yahaira V. Izaguirre
- Lacey Jonette James
- Israel Jimenez
- Mariah A. Johns
- Donell Lamaar Johnson
- Nick Takashi Joke
- Megan Marissa Jones
- Brian Jung
- Anthony Karnar
- Ishara Kandegedara
- Rex Karma
- Mohammed Kazzaz
- Sina Keene
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Accountancy - continued...

Trent Sokunavurth Kham
Sreyphich Kheng
Yuma Kikuta
Andrew Joon Young Kim
Liah Kim
Somary Neth Kim
Justine Ann Lee Kiok
Angela Moad Korkis
Cammed Kos
Hailey J. Krieger
Brian Kwak
Darnel Marco Villafranca Lacap
Sue Latipaya
Fung Yi Lam
Alexander Landaverde
Eduardo Landeros
Viviana Landeros
Preferred Name
Michael Lav
Mary Le
Stephen Minh Le
Andrew Jeongjin Lee
Chang Gyu Lee
Joseph Hanbyul Lee
Michelle Lewis
Diana Leyva
Louis Liang
Marlene Lima
Joshua Manuel Lumeli
Jannelle Lopez
Seiji Lopez
Anthony Robert Loya
Daniele Sarah Lozada
Justin N. Lu
Wesley Lunn
Wilson Luong
Brian Quentin Luu
Matthew Thiendinh Luu
Alex Paul Ly
Silam Ly
Richard Alexander Macias
Jeanette Maldonado Frayre
Jose Gabriel Malvarez Mercado
Mikayla Nicole Manning
Kevin Jin Mar
Francisco Javier Maravillas
Fresseily Yarid Marroquin
Briana Martin
Andrew Angel Martinez
Rachel P. New
Sammy Nget
Jennifer Thy Ngo
Barry Hoa Nguyen
Kevin Khang Ho Nguyen
Frank Nguyen
Daniel Ngoc Nguyen
Kate Doan Nguyen
Evelyn Quynh Nguyen
Michelle Nguyen
Carly Nguyen
Peter Nguyen
Kelly Thuy Nguyen
Linh Nguyen
Chau Khanh Nguyen
Trinh Thanh Nguyen
Derek Nguyen
Diep Thi Hong Nguyen
Hoang Huy Nguyen
Frank Nguyen
Callie Trinh Nguyen
Trong Nguyen
Jacyne Nguyen
Le Quynh V. Nguyen
Lucia Nguyen
Raimundo Nieto
Rachel Ninh
Leo Nunez
Melissa Nunez
Arianna Raquel Nunez Gutierrez
Zach O’Conlon
Hideki Omukai
Arturo Orendain Lopez
Tempestt Poni Orman
Kenny Osorio
John Pantoca
Jin Soo Park
Kevin Payne
Francisco Penate
Alejandra Peralta
Michael Vinh Pham
Mark Junior Phan
Louise Phan
Phanit Phang
Minh Phoong
Julius Pinlac
Miriam Pulido
Allen Jinyi Qi Wang
Karissa Jazlyn Quintero
Josef Danielle Ramirez
Jeffrey Ramirez
Flor Ramirez
Mayra Alejandra Perez
Ma Jessica Christina Ramos
George B. Reategui
Lexus Merensiana Reballar
Sergio Javier Renovato
Joel Neftali Reyes
Karen Citlaly Reyes Perez
Nicholas Ramires Reyes Alvarado
Christian Karel Rieger
Jonathan Rivas Cordova
Kevin Eduardo Rivera
Arin Shari Robinson
Jartinze Juliana Rodriguez
Abigail Rodriguez
Emily Catherine Rodriguez
Elizabeth Rodriguez
Jose Romero
Nathaly Roque
Daniel Rosales
Mike Anthony Rubio
Mario Ruiz
Juan Fernando Ruiz
Hiroki Sagawa
Haruka Saito
Peter Salas
Oscar Armando Salvador
Davin Chhay San
German Sanchez
Jazmine Marie Sanchez
Josh Sanchez
Raelene Sanchez
Christine Tahara Santos
Jaime Anthony Sarmiento
Harrison Schofield
Henry Heggens Severson
Neal Austin Sevilla
Mohammed Zeeshan Siddiqui
Dylan Michael Simpson
Sandesh Siwakoti
Susie Ruby Solorzano
Ha Thi Son
Daniel Dat Le Strain
Ivan Suarez
Xiao Sun
Everett Suos
Megan Surdock
Cory David Swanner
Zaakirah Taalib
Tsukito Tada
Brieanna Karin Tafoya
BUSINESS
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - International Business

Youssef Abdalla
Oliver Nathaniel Acosta
Tony Antonio Aguilar
Richard Akanbi
Samara Al Moussawi
Sierra Margaret Regina Allen
Gabriela Arreola Tinajero
Karenpreet Bala
Justine Romina Barnett
Miguel Ernesto Bautista Ortega
Dia Bonifacio
Samantha Lynn Borrego
Cynthia Chantelle Buzas
Imani Danice Calloway
Sean Taro Caraker
Hyeon Bin Chang
Nicholas Isiah Chavez
Paul Cho

Brooke Cilley
Abby Cohen
Hiroyuki Tiger Crockett
Paulina Curiel-Baeza
Alyssa Breanna De Leon
Joshua Duane Elin
Matthew Adam Espinoza
Edward Estrada
Edith Saray Fernandez
Sarah M. Frerer
Cassandra Elizabeth Fullerson
Nicki Greif
Hunter William Guerin
Leana Guion
Matt Hall
Derek Hayashibara
Brandon Hemmie
Gustavo J. Hernandez

Ananeic Hill
Yen Ngoc Huynh
Matthew Ryan Ige
Erica Jiang
Jake Ellis Jojola
Gihan Aziz Khalil
Stella Ji Eun Kim
Liam David King
Eric Kuo
Tatiana Kuznetsova
Kylie Leanne Lennox-Diaz
Genevieve Ashley Love
Mydung T. Luu
Roth Ly
Christopher J. Mariani
Daisy Martinez
Sophia Mastrangelo
Jason Mendoza
Alberto Mier
Aylin Morelos
Yurie Nabors-Keating
Lien P. Nguyen
Vahe Nikol
Anita Ong
Alexander S. Pettis
Nhu Minh Pham
May Thi Pham
Brennan Quyen Pham-Nguyen
Maryathvoteak Prak
Erika Ramirez
Carmen Del Carmen Ramirez Ibarra

FINANCE
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Finance

Ibrahim Abwini
Tyler James Alexander
Sammy Alhussain
Cassandra Nicole Allen
Samuel Franklin Allen
Tamer Abdelhadi N Alsuhaimi
Nathaly Alvarado
Allison Alzate
Michael Jonathan Anthony
Austin Arquero
Diana Virginia Avila
Michael Alexis Ayala
Imad Aziz
Rod Bahmanyari
Jeffrey Ryan Bakke
Jameson Barola Bambico
Jaspreet Basraon
Daniel Bautista

Noemi Reyes
Colton R. Reynolds
Joe Daulton Rice
Jacqueline Rodriguez
Miguel Angel Roque
Armando Santellano
Siena Kristine Scuderi
Hali Shallahamer
Martha Ericka Silva Diaz
Alex Son
Tawnie Suarez
Alexa Raquel Tafolla
Kiyoi Taira
Rikuto Taura
Christopher Thorn
Jenny Tong
Ralph Anthony Torres
Brandon P. Tran
Han Tran
Anthony Jared Ung
Andrea Urtuzustagui M
Briana Vera
Adam Thang Vu
Felice Vu
Anh Vu
Kayla Wabiszewski
Angel Roberto Ybarra
Zhengxin Yi
Abigail Hope Benedetto
Alyssa Brianna Berumen
Manya Bhutani
Christopher Victor Bisorca
Greg Boiko
Mitchell Thomas Bollinger
Andrej Bosanac
Seth Manuel Bowers
Mariah Kate Breger
Jon Daniel Bright
Valentino Geovanni Bruno
Alexander Wayne Burnett
Tynique Kayann Benise Burns
Nicholas Bustos
Anthony Keone Fonseca Byers
Katie Paola Calanche
Katrina Cannady
Paul Thanh Cao
Ava Louise Cassidy Crawford
Mark Jefferson Castro
Christopher Drew Castro
Mario Cayax
Karen Liseth Cazares
Jonathan Chan
Stephen Chang
Alice Chen
Chhay Chhin
Jun Gyu Choi
Brian Yukio Colditz
Julianne Cate Copeland
Nicholas Reece Cordone
Artesia Cox
Deyda Elizabeth Cristales
Moses Cruz
Orman Cruz
Isaac Cuate
Michael Joseph Damyen
Eric Dang
Hanna Dang
Andrew Jared Dauscher
Dylan Matthew Davis
Michael Vincent Del Real
Alyssa Ann Derrico
Cynthia Diequez
Gage Thomas Dieterle
Nareg Dishoian
Thanh Thuy Do
Qian Dong
Jayce C. Dougherty
Garrett Wayne Dunlap
Thao Huynh Phuong Duong
Vanessa Esquerra El Gadi
Ali Hassan El Roumi
Makai F. Elep
Bridgett G. England
Karen Yesenia Flores
Jacob Flores
Scott Izuo Fong
Morgan Lee Forster
Kolby Foster
Allan David Frost
Robert Frye
Cody David Fulkerson
Erika Gaeta
Starr Mercedese Gallegos
Matthew Galvas
Miguel Gamino Cortes
Anjli Gandhi
Jessica Velazquez Garcia
Carlos Alexis Garcia
Daniel Samuel Garcia
Gonzalo Garcia Ramirez
Haidee Garibay
Jarod Michael Garza
Jovan Gazon
Dante Giaco
Jaspreet Singh Gill
Jacob Earl Gilliam
Max Louis Glaser
Harnish Gondaliya
Raul Gonzalez
Angel Enrique Gonzalez
Adriana Gonzalez
Vanessa Gonzalez
Joseph Benjamin Gordon
Princess Gordon
Isaac Alexander Gordon
Tony A. Grant
Chase Timothy Gray
Dominique Grigsby
Florence Guillory
Grant Paolo Guinasso
Priya Rani Gupta
Isaac Gutierrez
Renny Hang
Brian Joseph Hanover
Shayan Anthony Hashemi
Laith Omar Hayek
Eden Wyn Heit
Timothy Patrick Henricks
Kelly Angela Henry
Cesar Hernandez
William A. Herrera
Sydney Allison Herrin
Joshua Thomas Hill
Natalie D. Hillbrand
Yuli Hillel
Duc Minh Ho
Marzan Syed Hossain
Jack Ryan Huber
Jorge Alexander Huerta
Carlos Brayant Huerta Reyes
Hanna Huynh
Reynaldo Jaen
Jesus Primitivo Jara
Brian Job Jeavons
Reid Michael Johns
Elexis Katrina Johnson
Kendel Heidi Karal
Zhixin Ke
Lois Jisoo Kim
Kalani Elias King
Jacob Justin King
Zhane King
Alec Gregory Kirste
Margaret Feliciana Kosmata
Stas Lee Kuntz
Donald Darian Kuoch
Sabrina Lagos-Vanoni
Samantha Lambrecht
Michael Jay Lantow
Pedro Lazaro Claudio
Jaylen Lee
Nick Thomas Lent
Jianing Li
Jared Gregory Limbach
Catlin Limbaga
Aca Lin
Yueqi Liu
Xiaoxiao Liu
Cheyenne Loomer
Alejandro Guadalupe Lopez
Ashley Lariza Lopez
Jasmine Mireya Lopez
Jennifer Lopez - Payan
Charlie Lucatero
Dallin Stephen Lueck
Chase Michael Luttrell
Jakob Jens Madsen
Diego Magdaleno
Javier Maldonado Allende
Andrea Noreen Manalastas
Jason Mangi
Adorian Robles Marcano
Joshua Daniel Marin
Kenny Markman
Tristen Marquez
Lizbeth Martinez
Rene Alexander Martinez
Samuel Massey
Mateus Moulin Matias
Chris Medina
Alejandro Medina-Kennedy
Omar Megally
Jalal Melhem
Christian David Mendoza
Jomar Alila Mendoza
Cody Spencer Messerer
Alyssa Jasmine Mettias
Naohiro Mikami
Brendan Jacob Mire
Cherokee Ryan Mixon
Jonathan Anthony Montoya
Joshua Jon Morales
Michael Morales
Randy Jacob Morones
Amir Hossein Mostofy
Megha Harish Nadasia
Vanessa Nava
Evan Nicholas Neuser
Richard The Ngo
Rachel Nguyen
Kevin Nguyen
Genevieve Kim Nguyen
John Hung Nguyen
Tien Minh Nguyen
Leyna Nguyen
Martin Quan Nguyen
Quan T. Nguyen
Kendrick Khoi Nguyen
Simon Van Nguyen
Christine Kim Nguyen
Jay Minh Nguyen
Anh The Nguyen
Rachel Nguyen
Charlie Nguyen
Minh Dieu Nguyen
Dung Nguyen
Arabella Norwood
Austin Henry Nuchols
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Finance - continued...

Carlos Olarte
Jasmin Omidsalar
Daniel Joseph Orellana
Gabriel Orozco Diaz
Oscar Daven Ortiz
Matthew Gabriel Ortiz
Jocelyne Ortiz Jimenez
Sandra Pacheco
Meder R. Padilla
Elijah Andre Reyes Padilla
Pablo Bernabe Paladino
Nolan Palmer
Torrey Park
Hunter Pate
Akshar H. Patel
Theodoros Pateros
Isaia Ayala Perea
Jesus Angel Perez
Max Perez
Javier Enrique Perez Cuadra
Philip Phuc Pham
Khoa Anh Pham
Sidney Pham
Autumn Philip
Tanner Brady Phillips
Alejandro Ponce
Kevin Michael Ponce
Joe Portillo
Anahi Puente
Brendan Pulido

Taira Claire Ramdhani
Richard Guanzon Ramirez
Marial Abigail Ramirez
Martin Anthony Ramirez
Gildardo Ramos
Yuliana Real
Thomas Xavier Rees
Mariam Rehman
Moises Rendon
Bryan Repreza
Matthew Allen Reyes
Heavlynne Renee Richard
Guillermo Rios
Gloria Rivas
Mauro Rodriguez
Ricardo Alexis Rodriguez
Fabian Rodriguez
Carlos Alberth Rodriguez
Jennifer Rodriguez

Adrian Joey Rojas
Henry Tola Ros
Isaac Rubalcava
Arely Ruiz
Sean Stanton Russo
Javier Alejandro Salcedo
Maria Salcedo Landeros
Jacob Daniel Salda
Raul Armando Samaniego
Jose Luis Sanchez
Yasmeen Sabrina Sanchez
Carlo Santos
Julian Warin Sar
Kyara Saul
Wesley Emerson Scherr
Christopher Schlepphorst
William Edward Schmidt
Chandawin Seng
Sean Sexton
Ali Rajab Shah
Christopher Shahverdian
Maria Siadto
John David Simpson
Conner Matsuo Sing
Daniel Allen Smith
Jason Louis Solano
Stacey Sotero
Edgar Sotero
Mason Sorenson
Collin B. Sorrells
Jason Javier Sotelo Najera
Nicholas Ryan Spagnola
Inthanon Srivattananon
Joshua Michael Strom
Ahmad Ayman Sulaiman
Ngoc Hong Tang
Christopher Tang
Samuel Teiji Taniwaki
Daniel Terrazas
Ethan Terry
Peyton Diane Tetrick
Kailey Alynia Thai
An Hoang Thien Than
Colin Anthony Thomas
Alexander Joseph Torres
Toben Julian Torres
Fritha Natalja Torres
Laura Trieu
Brian Truong

Marcus J. Urrutia
Madelynn Utti
Amy Giselle Vaca
Oriana Valdovinos
Ryan Daniel Vance
Jennifer Vargas
Jose Anthony Vargas
Daniel Vasquez
Viridiana Vasquez
Jenny Berlin Vazquez
Rene Vega
Camila Evelin Veron
Jose Max Villada
Jennifer L. Villafuerte
Brian Josue Villanueva
Erik Villasenor
Enrique I. Villegas
Dean Vincent Vis
Aashil Dhiraj Vitha

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Human Resource Management

Aaron Jakob Alba Abadilla
Lilia Aceves
Breanna Aguierre
Yaz Aibraham
Rawaan Al Moosani
Aileen Ruth Alfaro
Maham Ashraf Ali
Jose Luis Alvarado
Junn Ando
Priscilla Andrino
Stephanie Cristina Araya
Marlen Ayala
Daenesha Renae Caldwell
Natalie L. Calidonio
Katherine Esther Chavez
Melinda Chung
Maxine Alisha Cooks
Stephanie Del Cid
Isabelle Gonzales David
Julia Chariya Di
John Peauomomo Fakava
Fernando Gallegos
Jeffry Garcia
Ernestina Garcia
Desarie Angel Gonzales
Josef William Gonzalez
Madeline Z. Gonzalez
Rebecca Grandstaff

Earl Gonzaga Vito
Alexia Viachouli
Minh Vo
Christie Vo
Allen Vogelsang
Christopher Bela Walcott
Jie Wang
Linh Wang
Anthony Daniel West
Kyle David Williams
Tristan Windle
Jason Wu
Aaryanna Catiyan Yuom
Joe Zakharia
Nathan John Zamora
Rigo Samuel Zavaleta
Dean Anthony Zeilinger
Esteban Aguilar Zepeda
Sheniao Zhang

Yulissa Monique Gutierrez
Marisol Gutierrez
Enrique Haro
Kalpyah John Thanenoy Ha-Tham-mavongsa
Angelica Guadalupe Hernandez
Suheid Sarai Hernandez
Josephine Ho
Chase Gregory Holzhauser
Kayla Lew Homan
Caitlyn Huang
Darlene Isis Hurtado
Elizabeth Kareem Jeri Azanedo
Joanne Kasem
Anika Yone Katsuhiro
Ahraz Khaja
Sonya Marieke Krebs
Alyssa Labato-Diaz
Alejandra Larios
Ricky Huy Le
Maricruz Leanos
Nakell Lee
Jay Liu
Eunice Lim
Ha Luong
Audrey Ma
Reyna Mancilla
Jonathan Martin
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Human Resource Management
- continued...

Vanessa Alejandra Martinez
Nicole Martinez
Kenneth Paul Martinez
Kristin A. Martinez
Mary Carmen Martinez Cortez
Jennie Mattias
Sean Gregory McGrath
Kimberly Samantha Monarres
Melissa Christine Mota
Taylor N. Navarro
Rachanna Freda Nonh
Rajawen Jois M. Ocampo
Audrey Hannah Oyama
Sydney Palmer
Erika Elizabeth Perez
Chi Linh Pham
Peter Pham
Nhu Minh Pham
Kaylin Monique Foley
Alma Noemi Posada
Nancy Prado
Alan Robert Pulido
Jacqueline Guadalupe Ramirez
Patty Ramirez
Tami Ransdell
Clarence Lee Riley
Flor de Maria Rivas
Katherine Daniella Rivera
Katerin Iracema Rodas Martinez
Melissa Rodriguez
Carlos Alejandro Ruelas Gomez
Jorge Daniel Ruiz

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Management Information Systems

Alexandra Ablyazova
Albino Acosta
Jon Anthony Aldrete
David Dennis Alvarez
Jonathan Amos
Ryo Ando
Nathaniel Alonzo Antonio
Rachel Skye Aragon
Scott Allen Arden
Steven Arreola
Lala Asanuma
Erik Atiando
Epa Barua
Leon Barua
Joey Bastasch
Matthew Hui Bishop
Jarrett Boice
Tanvi Reddy Bollavaram
Jimmy Conrad Borja
Andrej Bosanac
Khalil Bouchikhi
Jake Nam Bremer
Erika Carson
Isaac Mathew Castellanos
Melanie Cervantes
Matthew Dorn Chitphakdithai

Terri Cooper
Daniel Jed Sayson Corda
Ivan R. Cortes Marquez
Jorge Sergio Davalos
Dylan Michael De Vei
Brooke Deperry
Oliver Diaz
Paul Eddy Didham
Ryan Khuong Dinh
Thanh Thuy Do
James Mario Dodson
Benjamin Thomas DuBow
Matthew Isaiah Edgar
Charles Caesar Erickson
Casey Esparza
Julianne Isabella Fernando Esquela
Sarah Kari Faheem
Jedrik Farin
Mike Jesus Figueroa
Jason Galindo
Juan Garcia
Carlos Garcia
Kimberly Garcia-Munoz
Magy George
Daniel Gil
Garrett T. Glasgow
Juan Manuel Gonzalez
Andres Gordillo
Neal Kumar Gupta
Tyler Henderson
Sonia Vanessa Hernandez
Jeffrey Herron
Justin Lewis Hicks
Codey Ho
Derek Duc Huynh
Thy Khanh Huynh
Jenny Huynh
Tommy Huynh
Brandon Huynh
Kidus Joseph
Samantha Kang
Nandini Sri Karyampudi
Thetsha Anthony Kim
Thura Ko ko
Junyoung Kong
Emily Kosai
Cameron James Kovacik
Kenneth Lance Kwon
Andrew Minh Lam
Sam George Lavery
Aarón P.M. Laxamana

Nicholas Praveen Lazarus
Tommy Le
Hang Minh Le
Kang Hoon Lee
Kang Hyuk Lee
Robert Anthony Lenos
Maricruz Leon
David Licea
Richard Lim
Allyson Liu
Gilbert Llamas
Wilfrido Lopez
Daniel Steven Lopez
Michael Anthony Lopez
Valerie Lopez
Elise Lopez-Beltran
Danielle Sarah Lozada
Evan James Luke
Dustin James Luvisa
Adrian Manlapaz
Brent R. Marriott
Dale Medina
Zayna Mehtar
Amairany Yuridia Mejia
Claudia Genessy Mendoza
Christopher David Merchant
Mark Eugene Miller
Orville Horatio Miller
Hidaya Mustafa Mohamedamin
Alex Molina
Eli Kevin Montoya Fuentes
Ahmed Motala
Paula Navarro
Gicela Navarro
Michael Neang
Ashwin Nepal
Jonathan Ngo
Jason Ngo Ngo
Thomas Nguyen
James Quy Anh Nguyen
Michael Nguyen
Brandon Huy Nguyen
Tam Nguyen
Ben Nguyen
Dany Duy Nguyen
Phillip Cuong Nguyen
Trung Brian Hoang Nguyen
Whitney Bao Nguyen
Tran Phuong Nhu Nguyen
Jesse Ochoa
Phillip Pandeirot
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Management Information Systems - continued...

Harsh Patel
Gustavo Roman Perez
Jose E. Perez
Serena Pham
Brandon Pham
Andre Hung Pham
Brandon Hoang Pham
Elizabeth Ngoc Phung
Douglas Phí
Amir Pokhrel
Geoffrey Martin Postle
Spiros S. Quintanar
Sheik Muhit Rahman
Mazen Ramadán
Alex Ramirez
Jason Ramirez
Haris H. Rashid
Samir Rehman
Christian Jhosafat Reyes
Iris Rivas
Tyrone Miguel Rivera
Jocelyn Catherine Rodriguez
Julius Quiazon Rubí
Marcos Saldana
Tanner Reese Schauł
Thishakya Viñan Senaratne
Sabrina Shalikar
Arham Shoaib Akhtar
Thea Rí
Grace Sin
Owen Slosson
Steven Nafis Smith

Thinzar Soe
Pouya Sohrab
Justin Artswin Somsook
Kunthea Sourn
Alexander W. Stivale
Penghout Taing
Corey Taylor
John Fullente Teoxon
Joye Thomas
Muhammad Tomheh
Christopher David Torres
Miranda Tran
Serafina Lourdes Trevíno
Taylor Michael Triplett
Jessica May Truong
Matthew C. Tse
Jason Tuma
Andrew Ung
Antonio Valdez
Lauren Van
Brittany Tuyet Nhi Van
Kelley Mahal Vo
Charlie Vo
Thomas Vu
Jarrom Michael Wade
Allén Jinyi Giu Wang
Christopher Wilkerson
Eyerusalem Woldegigiannis
Jennifer Kyomí Yamanouye
Brandon Yi
Roxanne García Zapatero

Jillian Bailey
Michael Baker
Angie Suzette Balderrama
Jacqueline Balmaceda Lovio
Salvador Barajas
Javier Barajas-Osorno
Kyle Raymond Barr
Bianca Baumann
Holly Ann Bell Howard
Duilio Belmontes
Daniela Beltran
Mason Bernbry
Carolina Bermudez Perez
Sophia Elisabeth Bertero
Aaliyah Black
Francisco Bloom
Taylor Nicole Bonish
Sina Bourbou
Emma Brose
Kyle Paul Brown
Carrie Bui
Joshua Cabebe
Daniel Alexander Cabrera
Krystal Nicole Cabrera
Benjamin Cajero
Fabian Derek Caloca
Jonathan Calvete
Ashley Campbell
Mariella L. Carillo
Tanner Scott Carlson
William Stephen Carlson
Gabriel Carranza
Ian Gregory Carroll
Salman Attilio Castillo
Jessica Cherrie Castillo
Anahi Castro
Tyrone Anthony Cato
Jesus Charles Cazares
Nelson Cebrian
Andrea Victoria Cerrudo
Jennifer Cervantes
Michelle Ivette Cervantes
Chhoung Chao
Bo Yee Chen
Cesar Cheng
Brandy Sugey Chico Hernandez
Gabe Ignacio Cinco
Hannah Janae Clark
Tyrin Collier
Megan Colvin
Steven Hull Coots
Stephanie Patricia Corado
Trent Cozza
Ashley Morgan Crandall

Denise Jennifer Cruz
Justin Cui
Katie Cunningham
Andrew Cuppels
Marisa Davalos
Isabelle González David
Maria David
John Paul De La O
Beverly Ann Dean
Lina Delatorre
Linda Ashley Desrosiers
Fabian Díaz
Andrew Dinh
Lisa Do
Michael Duc Ban Doan
Brenna Michelle Donovan
Marvin Duenas
Alyssa Marie Eaton
Luc Alexander Elseyan
Kyle Elmore
Xavier Caesar Escalante
Michelle Escalera
John Peaumomo Fakava
Kevin Fayers
Edwin Figueroa
Kendra Leslie Mae Fisher
Nicholas Joseph Flores
Giovanni Flores
Kimberly Mariela Flores Marroquin
Ryan Anthony Fouse
Tatiana Galindo
Rudy García
Flor I. Gil
Rachel Ginsburg
Belen Gomez
Matthew Joseph Gomez
Andrew Gonzalez
Kenneth Alexis Gonzalez
Dayana Victoria González
Carlos Alfredo Gonzalez
Daniel Joseph González
Kara Jackie Gonzalez
Joe González
Royal Harvey Gooden
Michael Patrick Gow
Antonio Guarena
Grant Paolo Guinasso
Jacqueline Lauren Guzman
Sean Kiyo Harrod
Joshua Ross Haskal
Alondra Heredia
Kevin Eliub Hernandez
Christian M. Hernandez
Karina Hernandez
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Management, continued...

Samantha Hernandez
Fred Erwin Hernandez
Lourdes Isabel Hernandez
Daniel Hernandez - Monroy
Guadalupe Jesus Hernandez-Acosta
Evan Kenneth Hill
Jonathan Dalen Hindraker
Nancy Ngoc Hoang
Jasen Holly
Kayla Lew Homan
Sophy Hour
Caitlyn Huang
Christopher Huang
Ryan Huber
Megan Sabrina Hughes
Caren Huynh
Qusay Ahmad Jaarah
Jack William Jacobsen
Edgar Juarez
Junaaidah Kassim-Foster
Matt John Kenney
Hannah Ashley Klein
Diego Miguel Kress
Seth Charles Kroese
Matthew Alexander Laipenieks
Jeremy Michael Lanther
Angelina Nicole Lauro
Tien Le
Krista Vy Le
Ricky Huy Le
Johnathan Lee
Anthony Legorreta
Jake Anthony Lerner
Devyn Victor Lewis
Linda Lim
Eunice Lim
Jeffrey Liu
Jesus Manuel Lizarraga
Allison Raye Lockard
Aileen Joy Pingol Lodevico
Daijah Devonaire Logan
Phu Loi
Jasmine Lopez
Janell Marie Lucero
Natalie Lujan
Humberto Luna
Cole A. Lyon
Omar Julio Madrigal Garcia
Gregory Scott Manore
Enrique Gutierrez Marquez
Shirley Marquez Marin
Michelle Pablo
Nancy Martinez
Michael Pace
Andrew Martinez
Uriel Pacheco Aly
Alex Ivan Martinez
Senia Palacios
Joel Paredez Reyes
Allison Lyn Martinez
Shyam Bharat Patel
Saul Anthony Martinez
Akash Jayesh Patel
Roy Aidan Martinez
Alysia Patino
Jose L. Mascorro
Emily Ann Medina
Zach Tyler Pellermeier
Carla Elizabeth Medina
Riley Leland Perryra
Ro Mejia
Jennifer Mendez-Perez
Frank Javier Meza Perales
Eric Mendoza
Bryan Christopher Merken
Bryson Tyler Millier
Gevanne Mendoza
Samuel Douglas Minnig
Frank Javier Meza Perales
Malik Daron Minnix
Steve Morales
Sara Morales
Loris Pineda Gomez
Myles Maximillian Morales
Daniel Blaine Mitchell
Nancy Martinez
Jeremy Michael Lanther
Micheal Andrew Moreno
Mark Mandell
Matesu Moulin Matias
Wyatt Rance Mitchell
Zachary Sacket Mowers
Gamuil Christopher Mora
Keino Muk
Francisca Munoz
Wendy Morales
Nan Thet Ngon Phoo
Adon Jorge Morales
Juan Jose Navarro
Sara Morales
Kevin Antonio Navarro Evans
Myles Maximillian Morales
Michael Andrew Moreno
Zachary Sacket Mowers
Keino Muk
Francisca Munoz
Nan Thet Ngon Phoo
Juan Jose Navarro
Molina Ngov
Myles Maximillian Morales
Justin Tri Nguyen
Molni Navarro Evans
Emilie Ann Medina
 быстро
MARKETING
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Marketing

Nikki Abbasi
Steven Abdullatif
Julian Bruce Acayan
Jadyn Alexia Adjuder
Jerry Noe Aguinada
Mohamed Faqir Mohamed Al Balushi
Naomi Marie Alcalà
Sabinra Alcaraz
Lauryn Olivia Alexander
Samuel Garrett Allison
Bakr Alson
Hayley Nicole Alvarez
Daniela Alvarez
Xochitl Alvarez
Majin Alvarez
Crystal Alvarez
Emily D. Amarantos
Ligia Amaya
Adriana Andrade Rodriguez
Abigail Andresso
Adam Vicente Ardon
Gaganjyot Arora
Gabriela Arreola Tinajero
Antonio Arroyo Coronado
Alexa Michele Asatani
Evelyn Avila
Nada Azzam
Sam Bandaru
Nabil Bandi
Jacquelin H. Banoub
Antonio Sergio Barba
Taylor Renee Barnella
Lizette Barrios
Kiran Kaur Basra
Luis Bastien
Audrey Marie Bates
Eduardo Jose Benitez
Maggie McGuire Blankers
Christina Jean Boersma
John Vincent Bondoc
Sonia Candelario Bouldin
Babanjit Singh Boyal

Duong Tran
Michael John Trutanich
Roberto Velasco
Alex Villegas
Denny Van Vo

An Kieu Thuc Vu
Catherine Yee
Benjamin Yun
Nicholas Chul-Gi Ziemann

Alessio Brunochelli
Felipe Bulka Veicer
Jess Button
Brenda Paola Caballero
Randy Brian Cabral
Franky Calarmateos
Alejandro Calderon
Gabriel Campos
Jocelyn Cardenas
Alexa Sarah Cardenas
Matthew Torino Carr
Chloe Nicole Carraway
Vanessa Casillas
Allison Castaneda
Cristian Castaneda
Karla Paola Castro
Camille Kim Catafima
Jennifer Sung Hyun Chang
Cameron Edward Chapple
Selena Chen
Mengru Chen
Kuan-Yu Chen
Algernon Chithavong
Patrick Thomas Chua
Aaron Woojin Chung
Bailey Angelina Clark
Jack Perrin Cobin
Diego Alexander Corea
Jennifer Coria
Bruno E. Cortez
Alexis Eduardo Cortez Sanchez
Ethan Ransom Cousins
Marina Crabtree
Zain Damani
Alyssa Baptista Damaso
Jimmy Dao
Anthony O. Davis
Brandon Vincent De La Torre
Kimberly Anjanette De Leon
Alexa Sicit De Leon
Vincent Beswayan De Los Reyes
Rogelio De Santiago
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Marketing - continued...

Lianne Michelle Shashini De Silva
Ian Nicholaus De Young
Cherylina Dee
Kyra Isabelle Dejesa
Kayla Khangan Diep
John Dileva
Trinh N. Doan
Ryan Dolan
Ivan Donato
Garrett Christian Donnelly
Nikki Dowdell
Connor McMillen Doyle
Charlie Anne English
Thomas William Erling
Kyla Erwin
Mia Alise Esperza
Jake Esquivel
Edward Estrada
Romea Jillian Fernandez
Benjamin Filipek
Austin Flood
Andres Gabriel Flores
Christian Xavier Flores
Alexander David Fonseca
Soﬁa Lourdes Fonseca
Makayla Fowler
Samantha Shaye Fowler
Leticia Charlotte Fox
Joel Fragoso
Julie Susanna Galarza
Mya Simone Galinsky
Kevin Garcia
Alexayr Garcia
Stephanie Cecilia Garcia
Eduardo Alonso Garcia
Tyla Levine Gariepy
Bryan Gaytan
Jade Lauren Gehr
Braeden Michael Geist
Samantha Ghaby
Alexis Ginther
Dennis Carpena Giron
Haley Star Gjokaj
Uriel Asuncan Gonzalez
Daniela Paola Gonzalez
Miranda Gonzalez
Karlo Gonzalez
Crystal Gonzalez
Nicki Greif

Jennifer Grudt
Omar Guillen
Harold Vincent Hall
Jillian Bryn Hamilton
Jack William Hammond
Hunter M. Hanks
Cienna Joelle Hartmann
Sebastian Hasselbrink
Elizabeth He
Anny He
Grecia Henriquez
John Alexander Hernandez
Jaime Hernandez
Paola Hernandez
Stephanie Hernandez
Auriel Hill
Vicky Hoang
Virginia Candace Hobbs
Alysaa J. Hoffman
Kelsey Honeysett
Joshua Sukwon Hong
Chazz Christian Hood-Cunningham
Christopher Moonlight Hudak
Joshua Kevin Hung
Darlene Isis Hurtado
Frank Huyhn
Aina Ichiba
Carrie Elizabeth Ip
Callie Israel
Katherine Noelle Janewicz
Taemo Jang
Scott Tyler Jervik
Mary C. Jimenez Luna
Trokon Johnson
Adam Jordan Jones
Lexie Claire Jorgenson
Shi Young Jung
Patrick Kanoa Kaner
Tatsuya Katsuragawa
Takekuni Kawaguchi
Madison Hope Keeton
William Ethridge Kiger
Erin Ashley Killion
Michelle Kim
Sebastian Chase Kimble
Joshua Knecht
Autumn N. Koopmans
Natalie Elizabeth Kremer
Alexandre Kuan
Momoko Kubo-Alien
Gabriela Araujo Kurtz
Nancy Vy Lai
Trevor Matthew LaParl
Melanie Dulce Larsen
Jessica Du Le
Hien Dang Minh Le
Gregory Le
Minh-Khoi Q. Le
Karly Hoang Nh Le
Joyce Le
Richard Le
Isaac KeunHee Lee
So Yun Lee
Madison Lee
Annie Lee
Joshua Lenert-Mondou
Zara Noa Lennon
Kylie Leanne Lennox-Diaz
Jonathan Leon
Francisco A. Lerma
Joanne Liang
Gracelyn Nicole Lincoln
Shawn Maurice Loon
Maryann Lopez
Amy Lopez Lopez
Jamil Lopez
Carlos Valentín Lopez
Jenny Lu
Van K. Luu
Christina Luu
Sai Zin Phyo Lwin
Nelson Ly
Joey Ly
Kendra Roxanne Lynch
Lucie Lucile Lynk
Alan Eliaz Maciel
Valeria Madero
Sara M. Madha
Jakob Jens Madsen
Gillian Rose Mager
Grace Mai
Sarah J. Majeski
Samantha Malagon
Darlene Gaelle Malolos
Troy William Marino
Daniel Marquez
Bernabe Martinez
Lizbeth Martinez
Edson Martinez Castelan
Kenneth Lawrence Martiny
Jasmine Martos
Jesus Mata
Kenzie Alyssa McKinnon
Cecilia Medina
Carla Elizabeth Medrano
Julia Elizabeth Meisenheimer Murphy
Suzy Mejia
Justin Meza
Rachel Midfylng
Jacob Mihkelson
Blake Michael Miller
David Andrew Mitre
Sabine Elise Maria Molloy
Natalie Monreal
Michael Moore
David Morales
Juan Arnoldo Morales
Jessica Ramirez Morales
Jesus Alberto Moran
Jake Morello
Margo Mummau
David Munilo-Franco
Megha Harish Nadasia
Aravind Nair
Sparkel Harris
Paulina Alejandra Nepita
Christine Hien Minh Nguyen
Krissy Nguyen
Hung Nguyen
Windy Van Anh Nguyen
Quyen Nhu Nguyen
Justin Khang Nguyen
Kenny Nguyen
Bryant Huy Nguyen
Huan Nguyen
Miguel Nieda
Koya Nishikawa
Amy Laura Norenberg
Aristo Oceguerta
Omar Ochoa
Andrew T. Okihara
Charlisa Olson
Jeimmy Alexandra Orellana
Mario Enrique Orellana
Trinidad Orellana
Luis Eduardo Orendain
Monty Khalid Osman
Elia Padilla
Luis Gerardo Palacios
Marco Antonio Paladfox
Siri Elauan Parker
Bachelor of Science - Business Administration - Marketing - continued...

Nathan Neil Parch
Alexander Cooper Perdomo
Jacklynn Ochoa Perez
Donna Anne Gilboy Perez
Daniel Bernal Perez
Nerissa Phan
April Joy Picato
Dahlia Pokkimm
Daniel A. Ponce
Katrina Gilda Ponce-delelon
Carlos Preciado
Megan Caroline Proano
Renae Pugh
Lisa Monette Pumariaga
Austin Ramirez
Jake Tyler Ramos
Patrick Brandon Rangel
Tanisha Rao
Luke Peter Reinschmidt
Julieanne Resch
Juan Carlos Retarnoza
Eduardo Reyes Barron
Hanzell Reyes
Bryan Isaac Reyes
Maya Monique Richardson
Rosagloria Rico Fuentes
Jocelyn Suzette Rieken
Jessica Alcina Rillera
Natalie Rivera
Santiago Rivera Arango
Alexander Michael Robles
Cristopher Brandon Robles
Jasmine Selena Rodriguez
Caroline Andrea Rodriguez
Samantha Rodriguez
Ivan Nicholas Rodriguez
Rachel Teresa Roletti
Jesus Romo
Ani Adali Romo Perez
Emely Suzette Ruzenga
Madelyn Ruffin
Fernando Ruiz
Nelly Jazmin Ruiz Castro
Jasmin Ruvalcaba Gamez
Carolina Ruvalcaba
Musashi Andres Saito
Efrain Salazar-Colores
Daniel Saldana Santana
Nicholas Ryan Sanchez
Kimberly Sanchez
Andy Joseph Sanchez
Daniela Sandoval
Edison Santos
Xiomara Santos
Simon Philip Sapinoso
Steven Lintag Sarmiento
Stephen Richard Savage
Natalie Pearl Schlarer
Taylor Rae Schleinitz
Matthney Seng
Melanie Rei Serrata
Parsa Amir Shahbazian
Nicholas Bridges Shaw
Jazmin Rocio Sierra Estrada
Abigail Simgong
Taylor Rayann Solari
Vance Solinap
Chance Sommerville
Monty Sovann
Michael Timothy Spedden
Rachel Leah St John
Taylor Judith Stankus
Alex Kay Stricklen
Ian William Strong
Sean C. Sudduth
Kerry Suh
Katherine Therese Sun
Derek Le Vaughn Tademy
Atis Ajitkumar Tailor
Hikaru K. Tamashiro
Amrita Kaur Tambar
Gabriela Da Matta Tambazidis
Henry Tan
Jesse Tapia
Matthew Joseph Tate
Worelda Taylor
Jordan Nicole Taylor
Roxanna Tejeda
Chase Owen Thesing
Marissa Lauren Thomas
Hermiinne Kaye Padiangan Tolentino
Jenny Tong
Jesse David Torres
Brian Torres
Gabriela Torres
Josh Ridge Townsend
Matthew Yoshifumi Toy
Sharon Quach Tram
Loc Paul Tran
Khoa D. Tran
Khanh Tran
Noah Tran
Sylvia Phuong Tran
Trisha Tran
Melanie Tran
Nguyen Truc Quynh Tran
Yarita Trejo
Alexandra Trementozzi
Canela Armanda Trigueros Baker
Jessica May Truong
Megan Tsui
Gabriella S. Ugaldle
Kyra Umetsu
Kelsey Le-Hang Ung
David Manuel Uribe
Brian Steve Valdivieso
Jailene Vallee
Ariana Jeanette Vallejo
Dani Claire Van Fossan
Caitlin Vang
Sophia Jeanne Varela
Jorge Luis Vargas
Marvin Irlando Vega
Kenny Vi

College of Business
Candidates for Certificates

△ INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Certificate - Business Analytics

Nathaniel Alonzo Antonio
Rachel Skye Aragon
Joey Bastasch
Jake Nam Bremer
Nhu Quynh Dang
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